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International early postdoctoral researchers (to be): prepare your postdoc stay at University Alliance Ruhr!

- Discuss a potential postdoc project with our faculty members
- Join our exclusive workshops on the German funding landscape and get insights on how to write promising research proposals
- Visit the Ruhr area for two weeks (16 – 30 June 2024) if both host and you are interested in applying for a postdoc grant
- Come back to Bochum, Dortmund, Duisburg or Essen with your own funding

If you wish to collaborate with a professor not officially listed, reach out to research-explorer@rs.rub.de and we will try to connect you!

This program successfully supported early postdocs in acquiring grants from the following donors: Alexander-von-Humboldt, DAAD, European Commission (Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions), CAPES, RESOLV and more!